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by the reported deciphering of
masculinity.
‘I should imagine, when they
opened up the Y-chromosome,
scientists thought they knew what
they would see,’ wrote Caitlin
Moran in the Times of London. ‘A
pile of old vinyl. The off-side rule.
Pants their mothers bought them.
A Yorkie bar. Absolute,
unbloodied optimism that you can
succeed at anything — rewiring a
whole house, winning a war, lifting
something heavy — except
fighting off the common cold and
wrapping up presents.’
Even Page himself joined in the
fun. At a news conference in
Washington, he showed an
illustration he’d found on the web
that identified the various genes
on the Y chromosome, including
one for changing TV channels
constantly and another that
explains why men refuse to ask
for directions. He also erected a
handy straw man — the assertion
that Y chromosomes garner no
respect because some biologists
claim they are slipping toward
extinction as they lose genes that
they cannot replace through
recombination. Plenty of papers
picked up on that theme,
including the Boston Herald.
‘Great news for men! Maybe not
such great news for women! The
exclusively male Y chromosome,
which determines gender, is
capable of repairing itself and is
not headed for extinction in the
next 10 million years as some
scientists have theorized.’
The Los Angeles Times also led
with that angle. ‘In scientific
circles, the Y chromosome — the
essence of masculinity — is
scorned as the runt of the human
genetic family, so henpecked by
mutations that it is wasting away.
So little respect does this small,
self-absorbed chromosome
command that scientists
investigating the human genome
felt free to jeer or mostly ignore it
— until now.’
It turns out the Y chromosome
is more ‘subtle, robust and
complex’ than scientists had
realized, the article continued.
And, as much fun as it is to talk
about sex and male failings, most
science writers also couldn’t
resist the intriguing biology that 
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the Page group discovered. It
turns out that the major genes on
the Y chromosome come with
palindromic copies. That means
there’s a backup of these critical
regions, so errors can be
repaired.
‘Men’s Genetic Essence Turns
Out To Be Mr. Fix-It,’ the
Washington Post declared in a
headline over a rather sober-sided
article. The dignified New York
Times also played the story
straight, though it couldn’t help
remarking: ‘The decay of the Y
stems from the fact that it is
forbidden to enjoy the principal
advantage of sex, which is, of
course, for each member of a pair
of chromosomes to swap
matching pieces of DNA with its
partner.’
Almost nobody bothered to call
the scientists who had previously
asserted that the Y chromosome
was bound for the scrap heap of
evolutionary history. Those who
did discovered that Jenny
Marshall Graves from the
Australian National University was
unmoved by the dazzling, 3 million
base-pair palindromes that Page
et al. reported. She still disdains
the Y chromosome.
Then again, few journalists
noted Page’s provocative
assertion that males and females
are actually genetically more
much different from one another
than is generally assumed. They
are not more than 99.9 percent the
same, as is often claimed for
Homo sapiens. The few journalists
who did press him on that point
were treated to the observation
that in terms of DNA homology,
men and women are 98.5 percent
the same — which is the same
figure reported between men and
male chimpanzees. ‘You are about
as similar to your wife as you are
to a male chimp,’ Page said in an
interview on my network. In the
argot of the news business, that’s
a ‘sexy’ story.
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Harvard and MIT may be historic
rivals on the science and
engineering front, but it seems
that rivalry has faded a bit with





The Broad Institute, an
ambitious partnership set to bring
together researchers at Harvard,
MIT, the Whitehead Institute and
the Harvard hospitals, was
catalyzed by a large grant from
Los Angeles philanthropists Eli
and Edythe Broad. The founding
gift, expected to total $100M over
ten years, will be joined by $200M
in private funds to be raised by
the universities.
The Institute will be headed by
Eric Lander, founder and director
of the Whitehead Institute/MIT
Center for Genomic Research,
and is set to begin operation in
the Kendall Square area of
Cambridge later this year. Lander
will lead 12 core faculty on long-
term appointments and about 30
associated faculty from Harvard,
MIT and the Whitehead,
appointed on a rotating basis.
The goals of the Institute will
sound familiar to anyone who’s
been eyeing the expanding crop
of interdisciplinary schemes
emerging from the (officially
completed) Human Genome
Project. Seeking to realize the
bench-to-bedside dream of
genomically informed medicine,
the Institute aims to smooth the




physicians. True to his HGP roots,
Lander pledges that the
‘comprehensive tools’ for
genomic medicine developed by
the Institute and its collaborators
will be broadly available to
researchers.
‘It’s time to really grow this,’
says Susan Lindquist, Whitehead
director. ‘It’s the natural evolution
given the complex problems we
are trying to solve.’
Genome promise
Old rivals are joining forces to
exploit new genetic data.
Heather Dawes reports.
